


Its biggest selling point is that there aren’t 
any tourists and it’s great for kids,’ says 
resident Alice Quillet, one of two female 

chefs that run the acclaimed Le Bal Café. 
Located on the ground floor of a photography 
centre and bookstore, Le Bal Café does great 
weekend brunches  and 
happens to serve some of the 
best coffee in Paris supplied 
by the city’s hottest coffee 
roasters, Belleville. Quillet 
continues: ‘If you want to see a 
typical Parisian neighbourhood 
and experience the real Paris, 
Batignolles is ideal.’

The pretty, tree-lined area is one of the 
newly fashionable neighbourhoods popping 
up around the peripheries of the city, an 
enterprising patch popular among young 
Parisians for its location (a 10-minute walk to 

Montmartre and a 10-minute hop on the bus  
to the centre) and with a highly personal, 
laid-back village feel. 

This verdant corner of the 17th was not 
always such a glossily manicured affair. Once 
on the seedy side and blighted by crime, like 

other fringes of Paris currently 
undergoing rehabilitation, 
Batignolles has scrubbed 
up and been successfully 
repackaged as a picture-perfect, 
family-friendly pocket of Paris 

– proof of its self confidence is 
the new Palais de Justice that 

opens in the area in 2017, designed by the studio 
of architect Renzo Piano and slated to become 
one of the tallest buildings in Paris. 

For the discerning residents of Batignolles, 
good foodie options are as essential as they 
are bountiful. Each morning, a stream of E 
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venture off the well-trampled tourist trail and a whole new Paris comes 
alive. In the enclave of the 17th arrondissement, children scamper in 
parks, daring food markets sell novelty legumes and chic boutiques 
offer fiercely independent goods, all coming together for a slice of 

Parisian life which the locals are proud to call their own
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clockwise from top: 
Children play in one of the 
many family-friendly 
playgrounds, like here in 
Martin Luther King park. 
Streets are full of character 
and green initiatives, such as 
Square Deux-Nethes. 
Innovative architecture is 
springing up everywhere

left: Parisian provisions from  
the organic market

right: Inside Coretta 
restaurant, with views of 
Martin Luther King Park



immaculately dressed matriarchs head down to 
La Fournée d’Augustine for its award-winning 
fresh baguettes. The family-run bakery is also 
popular for its savoury tartes or the pistachio 
pain au chocolat that packs an early morning 
punch. A food market on rue des Moines caters 
to daily grocery needs but an impressive organic 
food market each saturday draws 
crowds from across Paris. stalls provide 
a vivid rainbow of high-quality fish, 
meat, foraged goods and even kale – a 
rarity in Paris where the healthy and en 
vogue vegetable has not yet caught on.

Aside from food shopping, 
retail options are rife and a cluster 
of well-curated independent shops 
are a breath of fresh air from the 
identikit chains of central Paris. 
there are numerous design, fashion 
and children’s boutiques on and around rue 
Legendre, including Mobilhome for rare vintage 
furniture and accessories that cater to the more 
eclectic interior styles of the residents. A few 
remnants of the area’s past life as a centre of 

commerce for craft in the shape of the odd 
upholsterer and frame-maker remain but also 
contemporary takes on these local, artisanal 
skills, like the atelier of talented leather worker 
Maïté Wustner. On the cobbled side street of 
rue Héléne, the young and friendly Wustner, 
who previously worked at Céline and Hermès, 

sells a wide range of leather bags 
and accessories to discerning 
shoppers from across Paris. 

In many ways, Wustner 
impersonates the spirit of  
the whole area – independent, 
free-wheeling and proud to have 
created such a personal zone in 
the Paris megapolis.
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above: Chefs at work  
at Coretta restaurant

right: Leather artist  
Maïté Wustner outside  
her accessories shop at  
rue Héléne 

left: Fresh herbs from  
the organic market on  
Boulevard des Batignolles

left: Pastries and cakes at  
La Fournée d'Augustine

right: The contrast between 
urbanity and nature is 
blurred in Batignolles
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l'Etabli
A recently opened wine shop and bar, this is 
an intimate, cosy space that plays vinyl and 
sells top-class charcuterie and cheese. Great for 
after-hours drinks and nibbling on filet mignon 
smoked over beech wood.  
2 rue Lamandé, +33 01 44 90 05 04 

atEliEr Maïté WustnEr
Handbags and totes so stylish they attract fans 
from across Paris. Have a look at the colourful 
tropiques range, sporting parrots. 
17 rue Hélène, +33 01 83 87 53 96 
www.maite-wustner.com 

lE bal Café
Part of an exhibition space, Alice Quillet  
and Anna trattles’ restaurant was recently 
named by Le Monde as the best museum 
restaurant in Paris.  
6 Impasse de la Défense, +33 01 44 70 75 51  
www.le-bal.fr

CorEtta
This new neo-bistro has a casually elegant 
dining room that offers a great view of the 
Martin Luther King Park. Named after King’s 
wife, expect dishes such as smoked eel and raw 
veal rump or homemade foie gras with pomelos.  
151 rue Cardinet,+33 01 42 26 55 55 
www.coretta.fr

lE Vin En têtE
This wine shop supplies the city’s best 
restaurants and bars with its extensive selection 
of vins naturels. Attend one of its wine courses or 
weekly tastings to mingle with locals.  
30 Rue des Batignolles, +33 01 44 69 04 57  
www.levinentete.fr

blou
A design shop that also sells men’s clothing. 
Find contemporary homewares and furniture 
from tastemaker brands such as scandinavian 
Muuto and Marimekko.  
77 rue Legendre, +33 09 81 21 98 14 
www.blou-paris.fr

ParC CliChy-batignollE -  
Martin luthEr King 
Originally built to be part of the 2012 Olympic 
village until Paris lost the bid, the vast green 
space is part of a larger project to transform 
the former freight land it is located on. It will 
continue to be extended until 2015, but already 
includes a skate park, playground, basketball, 
tennis courts and extensive community gardens. 

MarChé biologiquE dEs batignollEs  
(every saturday)
One of Paris’s two big organic food markets, it 
draw crowds from all over Paris each weekend.  
Boulevard des Batignolles 
www.marches-bio.org

MobilhoME
For vintage furniture and rare design objets,  
pop into Mobilhome for a chat with the friendly 
and knowledgeable founder, Pascale sgarzi.  
106 rue Legendre, +33 01 58 59 10 01 
www.chezmobilhome.com

bEst bits of thE nEighbourhood

opposite, top: Le Bloc is a popular brunch 
place for leisurely locals

left: Chefs Alice Quillet and Anna Trattles 
photographed in the library at Le Bal Café. 
Parisians enjoying a demitasse or two 
outside the café 


